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Last night saw our Year 9 netball team
play their final matches in the league.
They were prepared for some tough
games against BBG and Dixon’s Trinity
and they were clearly nervous.
Their first match was against BBG and
both sides were noticeably anxious,
playing too quick and making mistakes.
However, our girls settled more quickly
and soon took the lead in a game where
there were some excellent skills shown.
Naomie Soda played very well at centre in
the first half and then Kyaia White took
over and continued the great play. The
girls won 11 – 3.
The next game against Trinity was another
fantastic game, both sides showing
excellent play. Ella Cana was on fire with her shooting making some very difficult shots in terrible light
conditions. The eventual score was SBSJ 7 – 1 Trinity. Also, a massive thank you to Coach Frances Parker
for coming to help and support the girls towards their success over the last 2 weeks. Much appreciated!

Last week saw our Y8 boys take on Unity College
from Burnley in the 3rd round of the English
Schools Cup.
SBSJ races into a very early two goal lead in the
first 5 minutes with Mangdulabnan tapping in from
close range and Kirton swivelling on a ball into his
feet and drilling in the bottom corner. A goal that
Mr Toronczak would have been very proud of in his
hay day! SBSJ then scored another two very quickly
another from Kirton and a penalty from the clever
Emmerson Mitchell who duly converted the
penalty.
SBSJ conceded early in the first half but then
asserted their dominance with another goal from
Kirton completing his Hatrick with a real poachers
finish. The rout was complete when Mangdulabnan
and then Kirton adding two more making the game
beyond doubt at 7-1!
We now play Canon Slade School Bolton in the 4th
round. Please keep an eye out for the
fixture as this is a big fixture and a
win would take them into the last 64
in the country!
.
Report by Mr L King

Looking like they
could take on the
New Zealand Haka
team our SBSJ Y8
rugby took the short
trip
to
Bradford
Salem to compete in
the Bradford mini
union
festival
against
Salts,
Thornton and Beckfoot Bingley.
.
The first game against Salts was a good opener
for the boys and a real challenge against a really
organised and well drilled team. That being said
SBSJ ran out 3-0 winners with the most pleasing
part being not conceding against a big and
physical side.
.
The second game was against Beckfoot who
clearly have boys who play at a high standard. It
was a real end to end affair that ended 3-3 with
SBSJ scoring in the dying seconds to salvage a
point.
The third game against Beckfoot Thornton was a
rout by SBSJ who won this game with ease 5-0.

A great evening out with some brilliant young men
who are a pleasure to take on these fixtures.
Report by Mr L King

Wednesday 08th November 2017 saw the
U14 Girls Water Polo team travel to Manchester High School to take on their U14 team...
or so we thought. It turns out it was a mixture of an U15s and U14s team the girls ended up playing.
Needless to say there was some confused
faces amongst our girls but they were determined not to let this faze them and to carry
out the game plan set before the match.
Joint Player of the Match -

and

SBSJ got off to a good start with
winning the swim off. The girls moved the ball well and
managed to get a shot away but was well saved by the opposition keeper. MHS then did the same but
couldn't find a way past
. This seemed to be the theme of the first 5 minutes with good
defending and good saves from both teams. Once the nerves settled it was MHS who broke the deadlock
with a smartly worked 5m foul shot which
got her fingertips to but the power behind the shot saw it
ripple the back of the net. The team remained calm and kept moving the ball and using the wings really
well with
finishing off the move. On what was the final attack of the first quarter the girls
again moved the ball really well with good build up play on the right from
and
who fed the ball into
who pinned the 'Pit' defender back, to then score her
trademark 'back shot' goal.
The second quarter MHS were attacking in full force as we were defending the deep end which is always
harder. This meant we had to press hard in defence from all of our players. Stand out performers were
and
, two of our youngest players who have made big improvements this
year. As well as
and
The opposition did manage to score 2 goals, however
this approach played into our hands as we could use a more counter attacking style when Alex saved the
shot or if the defence stole the ball back. The counter attacks we scored were some of the best I've seen
from our girls as we were creating 3v1's at times! It was
and
who all made the score
sheet but it could have easily been some of the other girls.
The third quarter was probably our weakest. Perhaps because we put so much effort into defending the
deep end as well as all the counter attacks. However the girls still worked really hard and we had a
couple of opportunities to score but they were well saved by the opposition goalkeeper. MHS's U15 main
player managed a 'hat-trick' in this quarter which the girls shouldn't be too downhearted because for one
she is a very strong attacking player and in the GB team for her age, two she's older and three she hadn't
scored or got close in the whole of the first half of the game. We did manage to pull one back through
another really good counter attacking goal. MHS played the ball into the 'Pit' but with good pressure from
meant
could come out and steal the ball from the centre forward.
had
anticipated this and bombed forward leaving all the MHS defenders well behind.
then
played the pass of the game to
who was now only 5 metres from goal, swimming front crawl and
the ball landed perfectly in front of
face meaning she could carry on and finish it off
comfortably.
The score was 6 - 6 going into the final quarter and it turned out to be very much of the same as the
second quarter, with MHS attacking in numbers and if
saved the shot or the defence stole the ball
we counter attacked. Both teams scored 2 goals each, with
and
both getting one apiece
giving them both a 'hat-trick'. It was the final moments of the match with
making another save and
was instructed to keep the ball whilst every single one of our players were encouraged to swim as hard
and as fast as they could. Even though they had put everything they had into the whole match they kept
swimming meaning all MHS girls had to swim with them as they were desperate not to lose.
sensed
what we were trying to do and received the ball on the half way line and slowly moved forward into the
space the team had created by all swimming as far forward as they possibly could. One of the MHS
defenders started to swim towards
who was the right wing roughly on 6-7 metres, by which point it
was too late for the approaching defender as
pulled the trigger and went for a high lob shot that
went straight into the top far corner. A really well worked goal which we have done regularly in training
and everyone was really pleased to see it come off in a match. The final whistle went with the score
finishing
Match report by Coach Mr M Wright

Tri-Tournament
3 MGS
MGS 3 - 1 BGS
- 1 BGS
Player of the Tournament -

0 BGS
4 MGS
MGS 7 - 0 BGS
Player of the Tournament -

U15 and U18 Water Polo Tri-Tournament between St Bede's and St Joseph's CC (Organisers), Bradford
Grammar School (Hosts) and Manchester Grammar School.
As you can see from the score lines above the matches in both age groups against Bradford Grammar
School were quite a one sided affair which was mainly down to how well the SBSJ teams kept and moved
the ball, as well as being clinical in front of goal.
The U18 match against Manchester Grammar School was one of the most tense games I've ever coached.
It took some really good team defending in the very beginning, as MGS were really dominant in
truth, however the team worked really hard for each other and dug in to keep them from scoring. As the
first quarter of the match finished so did Manchester's dominance. The team started to gain confidence
which was evident with how well we were moving and protecting the ball and we made sure we put our
chances away and led 2 - 0 at half time. MGS came back out firing and it was very end to end which is
what proper Water Polo is all about. Both teams attacked really well, coupled with some good defending
and saves needed at both ends. As I say it was really close and tense but the SBSJ team kept in the lead
all the way and the final score ended 5 - 4 in our favour! A brilliant game of Water Polo and we can take a
lot from this performance and result moving forward.
The U15 match was slightly different and even though it was a close score line, in truth we were by far
the more dominant team throughout the whole match. This left us frustrated on reflection and it left a
feeling of regret from the whole team which I know will serve as a great motivator for the rest of the
season. As I say we were dominant and moved the ball really well but our decision making at times is
what let us down in the first half and MGS capitalised on that and we were 2 - 0 down at half time. The
second half was the exact same as the first. We were really dominant but the only difference being the
decision making seemed to be better and we won the half 2 - 1. Unfortunately the slow start in the first
half cost us and we lost the game 2 - 3. As I say we were frustrated after the game as we know we could
do better and to be fait to the team there were other factors that played a part in the performance. The
team now know what to expect if we come up against MGS later in the English Schools Championships.
A final note from me. I just want to say how proud I am of each and every member of our two teams.
These are two of the best teams I've ever coached and not just based on their ability in the water but for
their time and commitment they have put in to improve themselves. I know each of them genuinely take
pride and enjoy representing the school, whatever the sport or occasion. It tells you everything when on
the day of the tournament over half of them were training before school and even after they had just
given everything they had in the tournaments they were all speaking about preparing for the next one.
Well done to all involved.
Match report by Coach Mr M Wright

What a great game this was!
This was the first fixture the lads had played together and for the vast majority, it was their very first taste
of competitive football.
We started the game very brightly, keeping the ball moving and gaining some great territorial advantage.
It was Saif Ali that stood out early on, hitting the cross bar with a fantastic header from a Kacper
Szewczak cross. Saif again went close, and probably should have scored, after meeting yet another
Szewczak cross on the volley. Despite the near miss or two, SBSJ kept pushing for the opener. This came
when Mo Ahmed played Kacper Szewczak through on goal and he calmly slotted SBSJ into the lead,
sparking wild celebrations from the 7 substitutes and the 11 outfield players.

Our joy was short lived as Dixons hit back with two very quick goals. However, the fun and laughter was
ever present, particularly when goal keeper Dominik Zygmunt decided to head a shot clear opposed to
catching the ball. I have no idea why he did that, nor does Dominik. A few changes were made shortly
before half time and this paid dividend when big Omair Mahmood, aka Peter Crouch, latched on to a Firaz
Mahmood through ball to fire past the exposed keeper from distance.
More changes in the second half followed. With Bradley Raistrick (man of the match) bossing midfield and
Sasha Jencu commanding the back 4, SBSJ were in total control of the fixture. However, Dixons nudged
ahead yet again with a breakaway goal. It was at this point I realised what a great experience this was for
the lads. They really wanted to win; encouraging each other, talking and communicating with people that
they would never normally speak to in school. This attitude proved decisive as we secured our way back
into the game via a Szymon Sliwa finish at the back post. There was only ever going to be one winner of
this game and that was us. Saif Ali his the crossbar once again and Raistrick hit the post in the dying
moments. Our only scare was a gaol mouth scramble in the last minute, with all 7 of the subs blocking
every shot and kicking every ball from the side line.
It was a really great experience and probably the most enjoyable extracurricular fixture I have ever taken.
I honestly cant wait for the next fixture now.
.
Match report by Mr A Hannan

